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OpenAI Evolution Strategies

I Generate n pseudo-offspring by adding perturbation vi
sampled from uniform Gaussian with mean 0, covariance I
θ + σvi

I Compute rewards for each offspring (ri )

I Estimate gradient

gES =
1

nσ

n∑
i=1

vi ri

I Update parameters using gradient estimate with any optimizer
(ie. ADAM)



Evolution Strategies vs Finite-difference

I Finite-difference gradient approximation:

∂

∂θi
f (θ) ≈ f (θ + h ∗ ei ) − f (θ)

h

where ei is 1 at index i , 0 everywhere else

I d function evaluations, where d is dimension of θ

I Evolution strategies approximation:

∂

∂θi
f (θ) ≈ E

v∼N(0,I )

vi f (θ + σv)

σ

Since: Ev∼N(0,I )
vi f (θ)
σ = 0

∂

∂θi
f (θ) ≈ E

v∼N(0,I )

vi (f (θ + σv) − f (θ))

σ

I n function evaluations, independent of dimension of θ



Setup

I We can use ES gradient as an inefficient way to train a
classification network on MNIST, to compare it’s performance
to the SGD gradient

I We can compute the correlation between the SGD gradient
and ES gradient for each minibatch

I Initially achieved 96.99% validation accuracy with 10,000
pseudo-offspring, 2000 iterations on a network with 3,274,634
parameters



Gradient Correlation



Noisy SGD Proxy

I It’s remarkable that the 3.9% correlation allows for validation
accuracy within 1.7% of SGD accuracy

I The correlation between ES and SGD gradient is stable over
time

I We can simulate ES gradient by adding uniform noise to SGD
gradient to achieve the same correlation to the SGD gradient

I It’s more efficient to run experiments on algorithm changes
with this SGD + noise proxy



Noisy SGD Proxy



MNIST The Hard Way

I Limited the number of dimensions that are perturbed for each
pseudo-offspring, improving performance but requiring more
pseudo-offspring

I Achieve 99% accuracy on MNIST using 50,000
pseudo-offspring, 10,000 training batches

I But used a smaller network (2 layers, 28938 parameters)

I Used approximately enough pseudo-offspring to perform finite
differences!



Summary

I Evolution Strategies with fixed σ performs similarly to
gradient descent plus noise, but is much more expensive



Improve ES stability - No-mini-batch ES
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